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In the word today, some groups of people are known for their distinguishable

behavior patterns for which they subscribe and make themselves unique in 

their regional settlement. However, the influence of the invaders leads to 

change of the way of life of many indigenous societies in the world as well as

resettlement from their initial places of residents. In the world, there are 

many indigenous groups although most of them are losing their uniqueness 

because of their interactions with others (United Nations, 2009). In order to 

understand indigenous culture and their change in culture through which 

they have undergone, the analysis of the pygmies of Central Africa helps to 

explore the topic. The exploration shows the culture of the pygmies before 

the Belgium colonialists entered Central Africa, the situation after their entry 

and the current situation of the pygmies’ culture. 

Before they got any influence, pygmies lived in the Mbuti region in Central 

Africa and they held various ceremonies as part of their cultures (Seshadri, 

2005). Among the ceremonies that happened include the Elima during which

they celebrated the initiation of women, Molimo, which was done when a 

member of their society died and they also did other ceremonies during 

marriage, worship and participated in dances. They lived in bands that were 

nomadic in nature (Patin et al, 2009). 

The arrival of Belgium colonialists distorted the social organization of when 

they captured some of the pygmies and exported them to European zoos 

and fairs. The social organization of the group has changed since there have 

been policies introduced by the colonialists and propagated by the current 

government has threatened the existence and cooperation of the group. In 
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this way, they have marginalized the community to the point that they treat 

them brutality and have driven them out of their original settlement areas to 

localized villages (Seshadri, 2005). 
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